Press Release
ALPHA TECHNOLOGIES SOLVES THE SMALL CELL POWER DILEMMA
Announces Solution that Addresses Power, Installation & Aesthetics Issues
Vancouver, BC. June 8, 2015 – Alpha Technologies Ltd., the power behind the evolution of communications networks, announced
today the launch of a new power system that addresses the major challenges associated with powering outdoor Small Cells. The new
product, called Cellect™, will be displayed at the 2015 DAS & Small Cells Congress taking place at The Roosevelt New Orleans on
June 8-10, 2015.
“Reliable power has been one of the biggest hurdles to widespread deployment of outdoor Small Cells,” said Grant Clark, Alpha’s Vice
President of Product Management & Development. “Over the past two years, we have collaborated with the leading service providers
and OEMs, designing the ideal solution for Small Cell power. The result is the Cellect 600, a cost effective, high performance Small
Cell power supply that provides the right amount of power and battery backup to overcome the majority of AC grid interruptions. To
address the ever-present concerns for aesthetics and public acceptance, we designed a very compact footprint and made it paintable,
ensuring that it will blend into any environment. With customer trials ramping up, we are eager to see how Cellect accelerates the
pace of small cell deployments.”
The Cellect 600, integrates battery backup with an AC/DC power supply in a compact, sealed enclosure designed to withstand harsh
outdoor environments. Unlike other power systems for distributed wireless applications, the Cellect 600 delivers 600 Watts of output
power through six (6) sealed connection ports, with the ability to be individually cycled remotely. The Cellect 600 provides over 10
minutes of battery backup at full load, to withstand the majority of interruptions in the AC grid. The lightweight (25 lbs.), low profile
(16” x 9” x 6”) enclosure is equipped with a universal mounting bracket, making it easy-to-install by a single technician on telecom
poles, light poles or on the side of a building. While designed as a zero maintenance power supply with a unique battery and an
industry leading warranty, the Cellect 600 also offers high efficiency power conversion as well as advanced monitoring and control,
including SNMP, at both the system level and for individual circuits.
Visit Alpha at Booth # 201 where we will be exhibiting Cellect along with other innovative Small Cell and DAS power solutions.
For 40 years, Alpha Technologies has been an industry pioneer and global leader in the design and manufacture of AC and DC
power. Our distinctive excellence is the ability to innovate and quickly deliver optimized solutions for our customers’ unique powering
challenges in the Telecom, Cable Broadband, Traffic, Security, Industrial and Renewable Energy industries. Alpha’s TL 9000 certified
quality system, award-winning product strategy and continuous improvement/operational excellence program focuses on achieving
complete customer satisfaction and supplying solutions of the highest quality, value and reliability.
For more information, visit www.alpha.ca/DAS
Now in its 8th year, ACI’s DAS & Small Cells Congress is the preeminent event for in-building /outdoor DAS and small cell solutions.
The agenda features a comprehensive look at the current DAS and Small Cell market, including the latest in DAS and Small Cell
network design, the best business models at play, and the overall outlook for DAS and other small cell solutions. Don’t miss the
opportunity to network with the ‘who’s who’ of key influencers and decision-makers driving these industries. Come and join us on
June 8-10, 2015 at The Roosevelt New Orleans, LA. www.DASCongress.com.
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